
O&G (Middle Grade)                                             

Jamie Cookson

Yes - O+G middle grade room is on Frankshaw ward first 

corridor on your left hand side. 

Yes

O&G (SHOs)                                                                  

Jamie Cookson

Yes - On the labour ward, thought the double doors, forward 

through another set of double doors, do a left through another 

set of double doors, end of the corridor opposite the printer. 

No

Paediatrics (Middle Grade)                                         

Jamie Cookson

Yes - Through the entrance doors to Kipling, to the end of 

corridor, do a left past the kitchen through another set of doors, 

and there is a row of rooms on your left hand side, there you 

will find Reg on-call room and SHO on-call room.

No

Paediatrics (SHOs)                                                      

Jamie Cookson

Yes – As above No

T&O CQ                                                                       

Mieke Henderson

No - The trainees have access to the Doctors Mess which is 

located on Level 2, we do not have assigned lockers for the 

doctors on the ward but they have their own doctor’s office 

which is a punch-code access for them only so our doctors tend to 

leaving belongings in there as it is locked.

No

EM CQ                                                                            

Sheena Griffin

Yes - The room is located in the corridor behind Resus in ED and 

the lockers are in the same corridor close by.

Yes - The room is located in the corridor behind Resus in ED   and 

the lockers are in the same corridor close by.

Psychiatry (Sussex Partnership)  

Margaret Ellis

Yes - the Doctors Overnight Room at Conquest is adjacent to the 

wards in St Annes Centre.  Trainees are taken to see the room as 

part of their locality induction.

No
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Anaesthetics EDGH YES (In Anaesthetics Department 2nd Floor) Yes (Allocated Lockers in main Theatres by the Theatre Matrons)

Sue Pooley

Palliative Care - St Wilfrid’s                                            

Angela Burton

Yes - Rest facilities are available in the staff dining room, located 

on right-hand side when entering the hospice and also nurse 

rest room located just off the Inpatient Unit.  Staff also have use 

of some of the gardens within the hospice grounds.

Yes - at St Wilfrid’s Hospice, locker facilities are available in 

female/male changing rooms which are located on the right-hand 

side when entering the hospice.

Urology EDGH                                                             

Juliet Au

Yes - We have a staff room for them to rest in, and the bags etc 

will be in locked offices (it is their responsibility to ensure offices 

are locked when not in use). 

No - They are not for the doctors they are for the nurses and ward 

staff.

Psychiatry (Sussex Partnership)  

Margaret Ellis

Yes at both main sites.  The Doctor’s Overnight room at DOP is 

in the admin block next to the Seminar Room.  Trainees are 

taken to see the room as part of their locality induction.

No

Medicine                                                            

Paula Bradbury / Prof Patel

Yes No
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No lockers, staff room at the entrance to Cuckmere Ward

No lockers, staff room Frailty Unit / SF3, no lockers

Staff room on West Ham ward, no lockers.

Consulting rooms on Michelham ward at EDGH not being used at present as a 

night shift room.  Still accessed via a passcode?  Prof Patel contacted for his input.  

18.07.19 - Response from Prof Patel - Rest facilities he is confirming back next 

week.

I only recently (about a month ago) found out that we have a mess. I have never 

been there so have no idea what facilities it has. Have not seen any lockers 

anywhere.

There is no allocated rest place for doctors. When I started Stan told us a room in 

Michelam was available which I used once. The second time I went there I was 

unpleasantly told by the staff there not to use it. I never went back. This was 

several months ago. I have never been given lockers as well.
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No rest room or loclers on Benson ward

Staff room on James ward

Shared break room on Baird ward, no lockers

Shared break room on Ederton ward, no lockers

Welinngton has a doctors room but no lockers

Doctors office, Kipling ward for Paediatrics

There is a staff rest room on Baird at Conquest, but no lockers.
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